APPENDIX C

INSTRUMENTATION LAYOUTS FOR WOLWEDANS DAM AND ÇINE DAM
FIGURE C1:
Illustrative Arrangement of Wolwedans Instrumentation at RL 40.25 m – 1st Level
(from 1987/88 Hand Drawn Plans)
FIGURE C2:
Illustrative Arrangement of Wolwedans Instrumentation at RL 52.25 m – 2nd Level
(from 1987/88 Hand Drawn Plans)

FIGURE C2: WOLWEDANS DAM
FIGURE C3: Wolwedans Instrumentation at RL 66.25 m – 3rd Level
(from 1987/88 Hand Drawn Plans)

FIGURE C3: WOLWEDANS DAM
FIGURE C4:
Illustrative Arrangement of Wolwedans Instrumentation at RL 84.25 m – 4th Level
(from 1987/88 Hand Drawn Plans)

FIGURE C4: WOLWEDANS DAM
FIGURE C5:
Illustrative Arrangement of Çine Dam
Instrumentation at El 147.50 mASL – 1st Level
FIGURE C6: Illustrative Arrangement of Çine Dam Instrumentation at El 185.25 mASL – 2nd Level
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Figure C7: Illustrative Arrangement of Çine Dam Instrumentation at El 208.50 mASL – 3rd Level

Figure C7: ÇINE DAM